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A Variation on a ‘Shedded’ Handstamp
by Joe Crosby

This March 15, 1890, cover was received by the U.S. Post Office Department at New York City addressed ‘Per Elder,’ the steamship 
on which travel was requested.  At some point after initial postal marking, it was discovered that the presumably 5¢ stamp had fallen off, 
as evidenced by the black domestic duplex marking showing only a very small part of the left side of the elliptical grid killer.  The ‘90 
being inside the cds indicates a domestic marking while those outside the cds are found on foreign markings. Therefore, a blue auxiliary 
marking was applied. ‘Postage Stamp 
/ Removed Before Receipt At / New 
York P.O.’ The cover was backstamped 
‘received’ at Franfort-Main March 26, 
1890 without any postage due showing 
it was treated by both the United States 
and Germany as sufficiently prepaid 
with 5¢ postage.

The handstamp is shown actual 
size while the image of the cover is 
reduced.
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Various Auxiliary Markings
by Gary Denis, PhD

This marking, placed on my bill dated July 23, 2009, I sent to a 
trash collection company, at least gave me an excuse if it was late 
arriving. This marking and the one below it are shown true size.

        

       

The same company’s mail of another day received the fol-
lowing marking on a October 29, 2009 cover (the GMF stands 
for General Mail Facilities). The mail of the trash company was 
having a bad year.

     

This August 3, 1960, ‘AIR MAIL / SPECIAL DELIVERY / IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
REQUESTED’ cover contained and mailed one of Walter Winchell’s columns to one of the 
2,000 subscribers that he had at one point in his career. He worked for the Hearst Syndicate.

There is nothing like a good Crash or Splash Cover. The il-
lustrated June 29, 1935 cover became the worse for wear as it 
was ‘DAMAGED BY / SEAWATER  / IN AIRPLANE / ACCI-
DENT.’ I’m afraid that I don’t know the air flight/crash in which 
this occurred.
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Current British Return to Sender Markings
By Terence Hines

My daughter is a sophomore at the University of Edinburgh. 
On Sept. 25, 2009 I mailed her a book. Unfortunately, I did not 
specify the flat number in the address. The package never arrived. 
It was returned to me and delivered to my post office box nearly 
three months later, on Dec. 16, 2009. The front of the mailer is 
shown herewith. It bears a two returned labels. One is a pink 
label affixed over the address on which the box ‘GONE AWAY 
/ DEMENAGE’ is checked as the reason for the return. Interest-
ingly, this label can be removed as the tiny print at the right end 
reads ‘TO REMOVE TEAR ALONG PERFORATIONS’ and the 
equivalent in French at the left. In very tiny print at the upper right 
the label number is shown as (CN15 / (old C33/CP 10). The label 
is dated Sept. 28. Pretty good time across the Atlantic!

A second, red, label distinctly from Royal Mail gives the 
proper reason for the return, ‘Address insufficient’. This label is 

dated the next day, Sept. 29. In the lower right the label number 
is P3960/97/302543.

Most amusingly, and not a return marking, is the handstamp 
from British Customs dated “27 Aug. 2009,” almost a month before 
the package was mailed. 

I had sent my daughter another book on Sept. 21 and that pack-
age came back on Jan. 6, 2010, with the identical return labels but 
no customs marking.

About in September I sent another package, address also sans 
flat number. This one contained a dozen home made cookies. I can 
only wonder whether it will ever be returned and what condition 
the cookies will be in!

 I have learned my lesson and subsequent packages with the 
flat number have arrived safely.
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In this article I illustrate five types of auxiliary markings or 
auxiliary marking settings, the first three that are seen reasonably 
often, the last two less often, but all five have not been illustrated 
in our newsletter before.

In Figure 1, an extra three cents was assessed on a letter to 
a water company in Delaware because the envelope that was 
used was designed for air mail and not surface mail. The cover 
was canceled June 30, 1966, in Wilmington, Delaware, and ad-
dressed to the “Wilmington Sub(urban?) Water Co.” in Claymont, 
Delaware, a few miles northwest of Wilmington. The Post Office 
marked: ‘This envelope for air mail use only,’ and assessed post-
age due, which was paid with a 3-cent Statue of Liberty stamp 
the following day, July 1.  

   Figure 1

This customer order form was returned for postage, apparently 
because it did not have valid postage on it. The auxiliary marking 
reads: ‘Stamp void when covered, defaced or reused.’ Apparently, 
a legitimate 22-cent flag-over-Capitol was applied and a wavy-
line machine cancel was applied on October 20, 1986, in Wilkes 
Barre, PA, and sent to its destination in Colorado Springs, CO. 
The marking is shown full-sized.

   Figure 2

Two covers I own seem to be 3½ x 6½–inch standard-size 
envelopes (one is shown in Figure 3). Nevertheless, both are 
marked: ‘Non-standard size postage due 10¢.’ The markings, 
which appear identical, may have been applied upon their arrival 

Old Friends and Some New Guys on the Block
by Paul Albright

in the destination city of Colorado Springs, CO. Both covers were 
franked with 22-cent stamps and there is no indication whether 
the 10 cents postage due was paid. One cover was canceled No-
vember 7, 1986, in Omaha, NE, and the second three days later, 
November 10, 1986.

   Figure 3

The No. 10 business-size envelope in Figure 4 was marked 
‘Return to Sender,’ apparently because it contained an ‘odd 
shaped item.’ The auxiliary marking, probably applied in Denver, 
CO, reads: ‘Due to possible Employee Injury and Equipment 
Damage, Odd-Shaped items Are Not Acceptable in Letter Style 
Envelopes. ??M 184.’ No cancel date is shown on the three, 33-
cent skyscraper-over-flag stamps as a silent dauber available since 
1963 was used to cancel the stamps (probably by a carrier). The 
marking is shown full-sized.

 
     

   
   
   
       Figure 4    

A package containing materials for the Rocky Mountain Phila-
telic Library in Denver, CO, apparently was damaged en route and 
rewrapped in a padded envelope at the USPS BMC (bulk mail 
center) in Denver on April 14, 2009 (part of the padded envelope 
is shown full-sized in Figure 5). Added to the address label was 
an auxiliary label reading: ‘Rewrapped in the DENVER BMC. 
For Inquiries: Complete PS Form 3760 at your local Post Office 
and forward to Atlanta Mail Recovery Unit, Atlanta, GA 30378-
2400.’ The auxiliary label was dated 4/14/2009 and initialed by 
postal worker ‘G.’ 
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What is an Auxiliary Marking?
by L. Steve Edmundson

Our masthead contains a phrase that purports to identify 
the broad range of markings that we present and study in our 
newsletter: “A journal that reports about and studies the myriad 
marking added to a letter that explain how it reached its final 
destination.”

I illustrate the front and back of a July 26, 1947, business let-
ter envelope. Is the printed message on this letter ‘Daddy if you 
want your stamps put them away’ an auxiliary marking? Certainly 
the letter was delivered by the post office to the addressee’s ad-
dress without any delay. Thus it’s not an official PO marking 

Figure 5

(obviously).
However, did it then end up in a pile somewhere in the house 

unopened? Did the addressee’s wife become frustrated with mess 
in the house represented by the unopened or unfiled envelope, or 
even an envelope that caried a stamp that the addressee planned 
to soak off?

Did the wife enlist one of her children to write the message in 
hope of getting the response she desired? Really, just a fun item 
to show that we don’t take our collecting too seriously!

Resignations
                 
        David McNamee (169)
      Steven Rappaport (189)
        Christina Howland-Stitt (256) 

New Members

              Gordon McIntyre (261) 
     Charles S Wallis Jr (262)
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E.  Generic markings used or probably 
used in multiple cities:

Postmasters may have ordered them by 
mail, or in the case of large cities after 
1909 had them made by the Post Office 
Supply Division.

  

      
 Cities reported: 
 Woonsocket, RI 1900ASW

  
      

 Cities reported: 
 Camden, NJ 1906ASW

Those ‘Held For Postage’ Markings Just Keep on Coming
By Tony Wawrukiewicz

My annual visit to Stampshow (in Pittsburgh this year) af-
forded me a great opportunity to find my latest additions to the 
‘Held for Postage’ arena. Four days of looking found 20 new 
examples of auxiliary markings related to this service. 

I was fortunate to be able to find a wide variety of examples 
from new generic ‘Held for Postage’ and ‘This is the mail etc.’ 
markings to rarely seen types and to markings specific to one city. 
I was also able to find generic markings that are old friends used 
in new cities. In this brief article I am going to illustrate only the 
new markings found. They will be shown actual size.

Before I do this, I need to make a plea. As I mentioned in the 
April 2008 newsletter, we still have a way to go if our Held for 
Postage study group is to come close to listing all the markings 
out there.

There must be some of you fellow accumulators out here who 
have nice collections of these markings that would fill in some 
blank spaces unknown to us. I am going to have Doug Quine 
place a PDF on our web site of the study group holdings so far 
accumulated so that fellow members can look through their Held 
for Postage-related markings and send on color images (hopefully 
300 dpi jpegs) for both publication and attribution and inclusion 
in our master study group listing.

Club members in some locations are especially asked to work 
with us. For instance I note no or few markings from Vermont, 
Georgia, South Carolina, Tennesee, Kentucky, Louisiana, Ala-
bama, the Dakotas, New Mexico, Wyoming, Montana, Nevada, 
Arizona, Alaska, and Hawaii.

Before I show the individual markings, I have one specific 
Philadelphia marking and one Philadelphia cover I wish to show 
and/or discuss. The ‘Held for / Postage. C.’ marking below is 
identified in Tom Clarke’s superb A Catalog of PHILADELPHIA 
POSTMARKS, 18th Century to the Present, Part III as marking 
1482f. His marking has the letter E, while mine has the letter C 
(and a second one I have contains the letter B). Neither he nor I 
know why these letters varied.
  

         

          Philadelphia, PA 1906  

In Figure 1 I illustrate a cover with Tom Clarke’s ‘Held for 

Postage’ marking 1484 

            
       

and 1540b, a circular ‘PHILADELPHIA, PA, INQUIRY SEC-
TION’ marking, the latter known used from 1907-10. Presumably 
this inquiry section handled dead letter office matter such as Held 
for Postage mail. 

Figure 1

The  new individual markings found are now listed.

Held for Postage Auxiliary Markings

I. Held for Postage
  

E.  Markings unique to a particular city:

Postmasters may have acquired these locally, ordered them by 
mail, or in the case of large cities after 1909 had them custom-
made by the Post Office Supply Division. 

Philadelphia, PA
  

                

                 Philadelphia, PA 1906    
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  Miscellaneous

 Cities reported: 
 Baltimore, MD 1905ASW

  

 Cities reported: 
 Louisville, KY 1944ASW

 Cities reported:
         Cleveland, OH 1945ASW

E.  Generic markings used or probably 
used in multiple cities:

Postmasters may have ordered them by 
mail, or in the case of large cities after 
1909 had them made by the Post Office 
Supply Division. 

Cities reported:
Brooklyn, NY 1892ASW

Held For Postage Plus (HFP+)

E.  Generic markings used or probably 

used in multiple cities:

 Cities reported: 
    Madrid, IA, 1910ASW

 Cities reported: 
    Jacksboro, Florida 1926ASW

 Cities reported: 
    Toledo, OH 1941ASW

This is the Mail For Which (TMP)

D.  Markings unique to a particular city:

Postmasters may have acquired these 
locally, ordered them by mail, or in the case 
of large cities after 1909 had them custom-
made by the Post Office Supply Division.

Cincinnati, Ohio 

1906ASW

E.  Generic markings used or probably 
used in multiple cities:

   

 
 Cities reported: 
 Amsterdam, NY 1942ASW

 

 
 Cities reported: 
 Denver, CO 1929

Originally Held For Postage (OHP)

D.  Markings unique to a particular city:

Postmasters may have acquired these 
locally, ordered them by mail, or in the 
case of large cities after 1909 had them 
custom-made by the Post Office Supply 
Division.

    Philadelphia, PA 1907ASW

Forwarded on Receipt of Postage 
(FUR)
Wilmington, Del
 

      
            1906ASW

E.  Generic markings used or probably 
used in multiple cities:

Postmasters may have ordered them by 
mail, or in the case of large cities after 
1909 had them made by the Post Office 
Supply Division. 

        Washington, DC 1906ASW 
      

         Cities reported:       
         Camden, NJ 1906ASW

         Boston, MA 1907ASW

        Brooklyn, NY 1914ASW

 

  

      
 Cities reported: 
 Clarksburg, MO 1919ASW

  

      
 Cities reported: 
 Denver, CO 1929ASW

        
   
 Cities reported: 
 Amsterdam, NY 1942ASW

 Cities reported: 
    New Haven, Conn. 1937ASW
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This article, the third one concerned with Germany, is the 
sixth in a series about auxiliary marking labels found on mail to 
a limited number of countries. This series is especially concerned 
with labels that carry only one message in two languages, French 
(the universal UPU language) and the native language of the 
country using the labels. 

Because we have so many examples of the German labels, we 
have decided to break up their discussion into three sections, of 
which this is the third, encompassing uses found between 1945 
and 1977. No labels have been found used later than 1977. As 
before, Germany seems to have used them most extensively, and, 
as we will continue to see, introduced refinements and variations 
not seen for other countries. 

As with the prior two sections, the font size continues to vary, 
as do the frame colors. All labels used in this period are perforated 
or rouletted. Remarkably, now, some labels are no longer in old 
German script (NOG) and some now have the messages inverted 
(INV), with the German phrase under the French one. Some other 
abbreviations used are tkbr = thick border, blkbr = black border, 
NP = no period, NC = no comma, bp = beige paper, lbp = light 
beige paper, llbp = very light beige paper and wp = white paper.

Auxiliary Marking Labels on Foreign Mail - Part IVc, Germany
by Michael Mead and Tony Wawrukiewicz

Only one inconnu label type overlaps with the prior two sec-
tions. 

As we have seen in the two earlier sections, Germany, as pos-
sibly one of the primary and possibly most sophisticated users of 
auxiliary marking labels, also introduced a significant number of 
labels with single language (German) markings’ messages. The 
use of these markings decreased after 1945, but there are a few, 
which are illustrated at the article’s end. They have again kindly 
been translated by AMC Club member, Ingeburg Fisher. 

After this introduction, the various bilingual labels seen from 
1945 until around 1977 are illustrated. They are listed such that 
each group contains the same basic message including its varia-
tions, if any variations have been found in our examples.

All labels shown are illustrated actual size.
First, though, in Table 1, in alphabetical order, we list the 

various two-language messages that have been found. English 
translations are generally felt to be accurate. Fisher noted some 
spelling errors on my part in the first two sections’ Table 1. These 
are corrected below. Asterisks identify labels used both in the prior 
period as well as this one.

Table 1: Foreign Auxiliary Marking Labels - German Messages
Auxiliary Marking - German/French/ENGLISH 
Verstorben./décédé. - DECEASED
Firma ertoschen./Raison sociale n’existe plus. - FIRM NO LONGER EXISTS
Nicht Abgeholt./non réclamé. - UNCLAIMED
Abgereist,./Parti, sans laisser d’adresse. - DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS
Unbekannt./inconnu. - UNKNOWN
Ungenügende Adresse/Insuffisance d’adresse - INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS

Auxiliary Markings - Issue 26                  April 2010

décédé. - DECEASED
        

            
            décédé 9 mm, NOG, 
       NP, perfs, tkbr, 1953, llbp
 

décédé. 9 mm, perfs
tkbr, 1956, llbp

décédé 9+ mm, 
NP, perfs, tkbr, 1963, llbp

non réclamé. - UNCLAIMED

   *non réclamé. 19.5 mm, 
 tkbr, 1939-1966, bp

  
      non réclamé 17.5 mm, 

     NOG, NP, perfs, 1953, bp

non réclamé 14.5 mm, 
INV, NOG, NP, perfs, 

1954-1964, llbp

non réclamé 16 mm, INV, 
NOG, NP, perfs, 1955, bp

non réclamé 15.5 mm, 
INV, NP, perfs, 
1955-1965, llbp 

raison sociale n’existe plus.
 - FIRM NO LONGER EXISTS

raison sociale n’existe plus. 
raison sociale 19.5 mm, 

tkbr, 1951, bp
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parti, sans laisser d’adresse  
parti 7 mm, NOG, NP, roulette, tkbr, 

3 lines German, 1958, bp

parti, sans laisser d’adresse  
parti, sans 15 mm, NOG, NP, perfs,  

tkbr, 1958, llbp

      parti, sans laisser d’adresse  
   parti, sans 13.5 mm, INV, NOG, 
              NP, perfs, 1958-9, bp 

      parti, sans laisser d’adresse  
       parti 7.3 mm, NP, perfs, NOG, 
                tkbr, 1960, bp 

      parti sans laisser d’adresse  
        parti 6 mm, INV, NOG, 
            NP, NC, perfs, 1962-4, wp 

      parti sans laisser d’adresse  
     parti 6 mm, INV, NOG, NP, 
      NC, perfs, 1967, wp, bkbr 

      parti sans laisser d’adresse  
     parti 5 mm, INV, NOG, NP, 
    NC, perfs, 1973-9, wp, blkbr 

non réclamé 15.5 mm, 
INV, NOG, NP, perfs, 
1958-1964, llbp, yelbr

non réclamé 17.5 mm, 
NP, perfs, tkbr, 1958-1965, bp

   non réclamé 15 mm, 
  INV, NP, perfs, 1961, wp

  non réclamé 15 mm, 
NOG, NP, perfs, tkbr, 

1968, bp, WIERD

parti, sans laisser d’adresse.
 -

DEPARTED, LEFT NO 
ADDRESS

parti, sans laisser d’adresse  
parti 7 mm, NP, perfs, tkbr 

1948-52, wp

parti, sans laisser d’adresse.  
parti 6 mm, New U Type, 

tkbluebr 1956, lbp

  inconnu. - UNKNOWN

     

      
     *inconnu 11 mm, NP, tkbr, perfs, 
                  1938-54, wp

         

     inconnu 9.5 mm, NP, perfs, tkbr, 
                    1946, lbp
    

 

   

  

          

   inconnu 10.5 mm, NOG NP, perfs, 
           tkbr, 1951-2, llbp 

      
     inconnu, 12mm, INV, NOG, 
             NP, perfs, 1954-67, wp

      
        inconnu 12.5 mm, NOG, 
             NP, perfs, 1955, llbp

      
        inconnu 10.5 mm, NOG, 
        NP, perfs, tkbr, 1955-60, llbp

      
       inconnu 12mm, INV, NOG, 
       NP, perfs, blkbr, 1966-74, wp
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   insuffisance d’adressee. - 
INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS

        

          *insuffisance d’adressee. 
    large Ungenugende 14.5 mm, 
           perfs, tkbr, 1929-51, lbp

       

           insuffisance d’adressee 
   Ungenugende same 14.5 mm, 
        NP, perfs, tkbr, 1946-51, lbp

      
         insuffisance d’adressee   
  Ungenugende 16 mm NP, perfs, 

tkbr, Diff French Font, 1949, bp

         insuffisance d’adressee 
 Ungenugende 17 mm, INV, NOG,          

    NP, perfs, 1958-63, wp, yel & greenbr

      
         insuffisance d’adressee 
    Ungenugende 18.5 mm, INV, 
        NOG, NP, perfs, 1977, blkbr

The three German labels that follow contain only a single language 
(German) markings’ messages, as translated by Ingeburg Fisher. 

   Postoffice Berlin NW 7 / 
 Return to Sender /
Slogan Cancellations not permitted 

 to a Foreign Country
    Russian Zone Berlin, 1948

 Indicated Destination Insufficient
        Weslaufen, Germany

Moved - Destination Unknown
      Left without leaving an address

insuffisance d’adressee. 
Ungenugende 15.5 mm, 
roulette, tkbr, 1949, lbp

insuffisance d’adressee 
Ungenugende 18 mm, NOG, 
NP, perfs, tkbr, 1956-8, llbp

insuffisance d’adressee 
Ungenugende 17 mm, NOG, 
NP, perfs, tkbr 1956-62, llbp
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Although it us my experience that in the past the 
Post Office Department made every effort to deliver 
mail on time, with this 1907 post card we find an ex-
ception. As he delivered his mail, the carrier apparently 
experienced a long day to the point that he was unable 
to deliver all the mail alloted to him. Therefore, he had 
to return this card to the post office and as a result it 
received the marking ‘RETURNED TO OFFICE TO / 
AVOID OVERTIME. / CARRIER No........’ 

Interesting Cause for Mail Delivery Delay
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

An enthusiastic group convened during AmeriStampExpo in 
Riverside, CA for another “Show and Tell” meeting. A wide variety 
of auxiliary markings were shown and discussed. Jim Noll led 
off by showing Money Order and Postal Note Business cancels. 
Bill Geijsbeek discussed a train crash label and a ‘Ladies General 
Delivery’ marking. In the 19th century, Ladies were directed to a 
separate window to retrieve their mail so that they would not be 
subjected to men’s tobacco products. Foreign pneumatic mail and 
a flattened drinking cup used as an envelope were shown by David 
Straight. John Hotchner discussed such diverse items as ‘Returned 
to Office to Avoid Overtime,’ ‘P.O. Box forfeited,’ a legitimate ATM 
stamp on cover that was returned for postage, and a marking that 
offered the writer two ways (air or surface) to re-send a postage 
due letter. Tony Wawrukiewicz showed a variety of foreign labels 
such as those featured in a series of articles by Tony and Michael 
Mead in our quarterly publication. Ralph Nafziger showed a post-
age due stamp used for a customs clearance fee, and a ‘supposed 
to contain matter/prohibited from importation’ marking. Thanks 
to all who attended this lively session.

Our 2010 annual meeting is fast approaching. It will be held 
during TEXPEX at the Doubletree Hotel Near the Galleria in Dal-
las April 16-18. A Board meeting on Friday, general membership 
meeting with a “Show and Tell” session on Saturday, auxiliary 
markings exhibits, and a club table will be featured. I encourage 
all of you to attend and participate in the fun. Annual meetings 
for 2011, 2012, and 2013 are scheduled for Denver, Boxborough, 
MA, and St. Louis, respectively. We also have scheduled a “Show 
and Tell” session during the APS StampShow in Richmond, VA 
August 12-15, 2010.

For those of you who have not paid your 2010 dues, please 
do so now. This will save membership secretary C. David Eeles 
from sending reminders. The dues remain at a low $15. per year, 
and include a subscription to our award-winning quarterly journal. 
This represents a real bargain.

Volunteers are still needed to help Nancy Clark on the auxiliary 
markings catalog. Work on both the catalog and our monograph 
is progressing.

The President’s Message
by Ralph Nafziger

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

I’m afraid that this time of year presents a recurring theme to 
organizations such as ours. That is, members are slow to renew. 
I’m afraid that I have been guilty of this in the past even with our 
club, and this year with 3 other clubs. Be that as it may, we need 
to retain every member if we are going to retain our very favorable 
dues structure and continue with a newsletter printed in color. 

Our new secretery, C. David Eeles has nicely highlighted, on 
the mailing labels used to mail this newsletter, whether your dues 
are paid through 2010, 2011, or only through 2009. Those paid 
only through 2009 are of course still due, and if not paid, this will 
be your last newsletter. Please renew.

Readers will find my latest grouping of ‘Held For Postage’ and 
‘Held for Postage’ related markings markings in this edition of 
our newsletter.  A good number of unusual markings of this type 

continue to be found in dealer’s material.
Many of you may be aware that one of our members, Bob 

Markovits, has been very successfully collecting and exhibiting 
Special Delivery related material for years. In recent newsletters 
he has allowed us to see some of the unusual markings that make 
up his collection, and, I, too, have developed a keen interest in 
the extraordinary markings found associated with this service. In 
fact, in the next issue of the newsletter, additional example’s of 
Bob’s markings will be shown. I continue to aggressively search 
these out, and some more of mine will be shown then too. I have 
been excited to find out how many of these markings are found 
on only the REVERSE of these serviced covers. In particular, 
many of the neat clock receiving markings are found only there. 
(Continued on page 12)
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The ‘Demurrage’ Marking Incorrectly Used
by Ralph Spenser Poore and Tony Wawrukiewicz

Ralph thought the attached item might be of interest to our 
group.  He’s asked several postal history friends about it, and they 
have never seen this usage.  They believe that it is either a mistake 
by a lazy postal worker who just used the wrong handstamp (hs) 
or it’s a special case about which they can find no explanation. I 
agree with the former explanation.

The cover is an April 16, 1943, airmail letter sent from an APO 
address to Texas. The rate for such a letter was 6¢ per 1/2 ounce. 
This letter weighed up to one ounce, and thus was short paid 6¢ (as 
indicated by the 6¢ in due stamps on the letter). Instead of applying 
the correct postage due hs on the letter, the clerk instead applied 
a ‘DEMURRAGE DUE .... CENTS / TOTAL ...... CENTS’ hs. 

Demurrage was a fee to extend the length of time the post of-
fice might hold a C.O.D. item for pickup. Obviously, this is not a 
COD item, and, as just mentioned, this hs was incorrectly used, 
probably due to postal worker carelessness/laziness.

‘Deceased’ - Oops
by Paul Albright

The following article is used with permission from the Duluth 
News-Tribune. It appeared in their December 2, 2009, edition and 
was carried all over the country by not just printed media but also 
was widely seen on local television news.

I’ll bet there are not many cases where an auxiliary mark-
ing resulted in a lawsuit, especially for “emotional distress and 
negligence.”

In September 2006 the mother, Joan Najbar, mailed this letter 
to her son, who was serving in Iraq. It was returned to her, several 
weeks later, with the red marking that her son was ‘DECEASED.’ 
Najbar contacted the Red Cross, and found that her son had not 
been killed.

To Quote the article: “The government’s response to her 
lawsuit has not been filed, but the U.S. Postal Service found no 
evidence of negligence after Najbar filed a claim in 2008 seeking 
$118,000 in damages.

“Her attorney says he is investigating whether Najbar’s anti-
war rally on the steps of the Duluth post office days before the 
letter was returned had anything to do with the stamp.

“Najbar, 58, has never received an apology from the Postal 
Service or a reason for why the letter was mistakenly stamped.” 

(Editorial note: It does not surprise me that the Postal Service 
did not ever apologize. It has been my experience that organiza-
tions and people are so worried about being sued for a mistake 
that they refuse to apologize up front, even though such an apology 
will often, in my experience, defuse a situation.)

(Edit. continued from page 11) The reason I am commenting 
about a future newsletter and its content is because I know that 
there are groupings of other general types of auxiliary markings out 
there that some of you have collected for years. It would be nice to 
have some of them, especially the unusual ones, available to our 
readership as articles or even as listings with minimal text.

Some areas that come to mind, among many, are Registration, 
Fraudulent, Damaged, Advertised, and Postage Due - related 
auxiliary markings. I would be happy to help someone with such 
an article, as I’ve helped others in the past. If any of you have the 
material showing a collection of one new type of marking, bring 
them together and discuss the material with me by email. These 
groupings, in an article, just like the ‘Held For Postage’ and ‘Spe-
cial Delivery’ - related markings articles, need not and will will 
not be complete, yet will be of interest to our readers.


